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. Fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) tools use building operational data to identify the presence of faults and isolate their root causes. Widespread adoption of such tools and correction of the faults they identify would deliver an estimated 5%-15% energy savings across the commercial buildings sector (Brambley et al. 2005; Roth et al. 2005) . In the United States, this opportunity represents 260-790 TWh (0.9-2.7 Quadrillion BTU) of primary energy, or approximately a 2% reduction in national primary energy consumption (EIA 2012 (EIA , 2018 .
Fault detection is a process of detecting faulty behavior and fault diagnosis is a process of isolating the cause(s) of the fault after it has been detected. Fault detection and diagnosis are sometimes performed separately but are often combined in a single step. In the last three decades, the development of automated fault detection and diagnosis (AFDD) methods for building heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) and control systems has been an area of active research. Two International Energy Agency Annex Reports (Hyvärinen and Satu 1996; Dexter and Pakanen 2001) and literature reviews by Katipamula and Brambley (2005a, 2005b) , Katipamula (2015) , and Kim and Katipamula (2018) are the major review publications in the HVAC FDD area. Kim and Katipamula (2018) indicate that since 2004, more than 100 FDD research studies associated with building systems have been published. A great diversity of techniques are used for FDD, including physical models (Bonvini et al. 2014; Muller, Rehault, and Rist 2013) , black box (Jacob et al. 2010; Wang, Zhou, and Xiao 2010) , grey box (Sun et al. 2014; Zogg, Shafai, and Geering 2006) , and rule-based approaches (Bruton et al. 2014; House, VaeziNejad, and Whitcomb 2001) . Commercial AFDD software products represent one of the fastest growing and most competitive market segments in technologies for building analytics. There are dozens of AFDD products for buildings now available in the United States, and new products continue to enter the market (Granderson et al. 2017; DOE 2018) . However, considerable debate continues and uncertainties remain regarding the accuracy and effectiveness of both research-grade FDD algorithms and commercial AFDD products-a state of affairs that has hindered the broad adoption of AFDD tools.
Far more effort has gone into developing FDD algorithms than into assessing their performance. Indeed, there is no generally accepted standard for evaluating FDD algorithms. There is an urgent need to develop a broadly applicable evaluation procedure for existing and next-generation FDD tools. Such a procedure would provide a trusted, standard method for validation and comparison of FDD tools at all stages of development, from early-stage research to mature commercial products. Given the wide variety of FDD use cases and competing techniques, establishing a standard evaluation methodology is a daunting challenge. Significant progress has been made in establishing FDD test procedures and metrics within both the buildings sector (Reddy 2007b; Yuill and Braun 2013) and other industries (Kurtoglu, Mengshoel, and Poll 2008; SAE 2008) . Nevertheless, existing approaches to evaluation differ significantly and much ambiguity remains.
Therefore, this report describes a general, systematic framework for evaluating the performance of FDD algorithms that leverages and unifies prior work in FDD evaluation. We outline the process required to evaluate an FDD algorithm and examine three critical questions that must be answered to apply this evaluation process:
1. What defines a fault?
2. What defines an evaluation input sample?
3. What metrics should be used to evaluate algorithm performance?
In the sections of the paper that follow we present the research methodology and findings related to fault definition, input samples, and evaluation metrics. We discuss these findings in light of key considerations for FDD algorithm performance testing, and conclude with recommendations and suggested areas of future work.
1
Methodology
The objective of the research was to develop a general and practical performance evaluation framework for FDD algorithms by synthesis of the prior research with industry domain expertise. To inform the framework, we reviewed more than 40 articles, book chapters, and technical reports related to FDD evaluation in five industries: buildings, aerospace, power systems, manufacturing, and process control. In addition, we solicited input from six FDD experts in the buildings industry. Our intended audience is the buildings industry, however, the principles outlined are broadly applicable and inform FDD evaluation methodologies for other industries.
Problem Statement
The purpose of an FDD algorithm is to determine whether building systems and equipment are operating improperly (fault detection) and, in the case of abnormal or improper operation, to isolate the root cause (fault diagnosis). The purpose of FDD performance evaluation is to quantify how well an FDD algorithm performs these two tasks. Achieving a credible outcome from FDD performance evaluation requires adherence to a clear and well-designed evaluation procedure. The purpose of the general evaluation framework presented in this report is to provide a rigorous foundation upon which such FDD evaluation procedures may be constructed. The framework is therefore descriptive rather than prescriptive: we outline the process required to evaluate an FDD algorithm and we document the choices faced by an FDD evaluator.
General Performance Evaluation Framework
Yuill and Braun (2013) describe a general FDD evaluation approach that has been successfully applied in the buildings domain. With this procedure as a starting point, Figure 1 presents a general FDD performance evaluation framework consisting of six components or steps:
1. A set of input scenarios , which define the driving conditions, fault types, and fault intensities (fault severity with respect to measurable quantities).
2. A set of input samples drawn from the input scenarios, each of which is a test data set for which the performance evaluation will produce a single outcome.
3. Ground truth information associated with each input sample.
4. Execution of the FDD algorithm that is being evaluated. The FDD algorithm receives input samples and produces fault detection and fault diagnosis outputs.
5. FDD algorithm fault detection and fault diagnosis outputs .
6. The FDD performance evaluation produces results , which are summarized using a set of performance metrics. The metrics are generated by comparing the FDD algorithm output and the ground truth information for each sample, then aggregating.
Components 1, 2, 4, and 5 are original to the evaluation procedure presented by Yuill and Braun (2013) , while components 3 and 6 are novel.
Input Scenarios
Each input scenario defines a test case consisting of one or more input samples. Input scenarios may specify (Reddy 2007b; Yuill and Braun 2013 ):
• Building types and characteristics (age, size, use patterns, etc.) • Equipment types
• Faults types, intensities, and prevalence
• Environmental conditions
• Data available to the FDD algorithm ( e.g. , from sensors, meters, or a control system) • Cost data (if applicable for calculating performance metrics).
Input Samples
Input samples are drawn from the input scenarios make up the AFDD evaluation data set. Each input sample is a collection of data for which the AFDD performance evaluation should produce a single result (Section 5.1 ). Input samples may include system information (metadata) and time series trend data from building sensors and control systems.
Ground Truth
In order to evaluate whether the output of an AFDD algorithm is correct for a given input sample, it is first necessary to establish the state of the system represented by that sample: faulted or unfaulted, and if faulted, which fault cause or causes are present. In this step, each input sample is assigned a ground truth state.
Algorithm Execution
In this step, the FDD algorithm is first initialized and then executed for each input sample. Initialization may include input of metadata specific to the selected input scenario(s), supervised learning using a training data set (input samples labeled with ground truth), or tuning (parameter adjustment) to adjust the algorithm's sensitivity.
Algorithm Outputs
For each input sample, the FDD algorithm is expected to produce a detection output that indicates whether a fault is present and a diagnosis output that presents further information about the precise nature or root cause of the fault.
Evaluation and Results
Evaluation results are generated by comparing the FDD algorithm's output for each sample with the ground truth data, then aggregating the results into one or more FDD performance metrics.
Definition of a Fault
The presence of a fault may be-and has been-defined in many ways. The existing literature and commercial FDD tools use three general methods or categories of fault definition: condition-based, behavior-based, or outcome-based.
As an introductory example, consider an air handling unit (AHU) with its cooling coil valve stuck open that is experiencing a call for heating. The unit's faulted state may be defined by the unit's condition (the chilled water valve is stuck open), behavior (the unit is simultaneously heating and cooling), or outcome (the unit's chilled water consumption is greater than expected). If, however, the same unit was cooling instead of heating, it would still be considered faulted under the condition-based definition (the valve is still stuck), but not under the behavior-based definition (it is no longer simultaneously heating and cooling). The unit's state under the outcome-based definition would be determined by the amount of chilled water flow through the stuck valve compared to an expected level of chilled water consumption.
Although rarely identified explicitly, these three categories of fault definition are used consistently in disparate fields, including aerospace, industrial process control, power systems, and buildings. With respect to building HVAC systems, Wen and Regnier (2014) distinguish between the condition-based and behavior-based categories while Braun (2013, 2014) describe the outcome-based category. Here, we extend these prior works by formally defining and comparing the three categories.
Condition-Based
The condition-based definition of a fault is the presence of an improper or undesired physical condition in a system or piece of equipment. Examples of condition-based fault definitions include stuck valves, fouled coils, and broken actuators. In the case of control systems, the definition may be extended to encompass an error in the underlying control code. Although the faulty condition may (and typically will) cause improper or undesired system or equipment operation, the presence or absence of such operation does not define the presence or absence of the fault. Rather, the system is faulted so long as the faulty condition is present, regardless of whether its behavior is presently exhibiting symptoms of the fault.
Many existing articles on FDD evaluation use exclusively condition-based ground truth. Examples can be found in the aerospace (Kurtoglu, Mengshoel, and Poll 2008) , defense (DePold, Siegel, and Hull 2004) , power systems (Cusidó et al. 2008) , water treatment (Corominas et al. 2011) , and buildings industries (Gouw and Faramarzi 2014; Ferretti et al. 2015; Mulumba et al. 2015) . Among articles that use different categories of fault definition for different faults, condition-based definitions are also common, for example, Morgan et al. (2010) .
Behavior-Based
The behavior-based definition of a fault is the presence of improper or undesired behavior during the operation of a system or piece of equipment. Examples of behavior-based fault definitions include simultaneous heating and cooling and short cycling. Typically, the faulty behavior is caused by some underlying faulty condition; Wen and Regnier (2014) observe that many faults can be described in terms of either symptoms (behavior) or sources (underlying conditions). However, the key difference between the condition-based and behavior-based fault definitions is the treatment of the case when a fault condition is physically present but the system or equipment is not symptomatic: a condition-based definition still considers the system faulted, but a behavior-based definition does not.
Faulty behavior is typically defined with respect to rules-logical statements that dictate expected behavior. Alternatively, faulty behavior may be defined using observability criteria, for instance, the results of a hypothesis test that the observed sensor readings differ statistically from normal operation. Analysis of fault observability (detectability) is widely used in chemical and industrial process monitoring (Yue and Qin 2001; Joe Qin 2003) .
A few articles describe mixes of faults, of which some have a behavior-based ground-truth definition: diesel engine overheating (Morgan et al. 2010) , reduced condenser and evaporator water flow rates for chillers (Reddy 2007a) , and failure to maintain AHU temperature and pressure set points (Wen and Regnier 2014) . Regardless of the ground truth definition, use of equipment behavior as the primary fault detection criteria is common in FDD algorithms, particularly rule-based algorithms that leverage indirect sensor readings (Reddy 2007b; Yuill and Braun 2013; Ferretti et al. 2015; Zhao et al. 2017 ).
Outcome-Based
The outcome-based definition of a fault is a state in which a quantifiable outcome or performance metric for a system or piece of equipment deviates from a correct or reference outcome, termed the expected outcome. Examples of outcome-based fault definitions include increased hot or chilled water consumption (compared to an expected value), reduced coefficient of performance (compared to an expected or rated value), and zone temperature outside of comfort bounds. Although there is significant overlap between behavior-based and outcome-based fault definitions, the key feature of an outcome-based definition is the presence of an expected, or baseline, outcome against which the system or equipment performance is compared.
Use of an outcome-based fault definition is common in manufacturing and industrial process control, in which the key criterion is whether the output of the production process conforms to expected metrics or tolerances (MacGregor and Kourti 1995; Taguchi, Chowdhury, and Wu 2005) . In the buildings industry, Braun (2013, 2014) have proposed that ground truth samples for unitary equipment faults be classified as faulted or unfaulted according to their fault impact ratio (FIR), which is the ratio between the measured and baseline value of some metric of interest,
Aside from the process control industry, only a few articles surveyed used an outcome-based detection method within the FDD algorithm. Frank et al. (2016) use deviation of building energy consumption outside of normal bounds as the fault detection criteria. This approach is similar to energy monitoring tools that flag abnormal energy consumption in monthly utility bills, for example, Reichmuth and Turner (2010) .
Definition of an Input Sample
AFDD performance evaluation requires a data library consisting of a large set of input samples, which the AFDD algorithm will process to produce raw outcomes for evaluation. There are several ways to define an input sample ( Figure 2 ). The existing academic literature uses two common methods: a single instant of time and a regular slice of time.
Single Instant of Time
An input sample defined as a single instant of time (Figure 2a ) consists of a single set of simultaneous measurements of the selected system variables, representing a snapshot of system parameters under a certain condition. This type of input sample has been used in diverse contexts, including for aerospace applications (SAE 2008) , diesel engines (Morgan et al. 2010) , wastewater treatment (Corominas et al. 2011) , chillers (Reddy et al. 2006) , and air conditioning equipment (Yuill and Braun 2013; Gouw and Faramarzi 2014) .
Regular Slice of Time
An input sample defined as a regular slice of time ( Figure 2b ) contains multiple measurements of the selected system variables recorded within a fixed time window (for example, one day or one week). In the academic literature, time slices are typically on a repeating cycle (for example, every hour on the hour) and measurements within the time slice are recorded at a regular interval (for example, each minute). Use of this type of input sample is also common in the academic literature (Cusidó et al. 2008; Kurtoglu, Mengshoel, and Poll 2008; Jiang, Yan, and Zhao 2013; Mulumba et al. 2015; Ferretti et al. 2015; Zhao et al. 2017) . In some evaluation approaches (for example, Zhao et al. (2017) ), the fault is imposed for the full duration of the time slice. In other cases (for example, Ferretti et al. (2015) ), the fault is imposed for only a portion of the time slice but the entire sample is nevertheless considered to represent a fault.
Other Definitions for Input Samples
Other, less common definitions for input samples include rolling time horizons, event-based windows, and hybrid windows that combine nonconsecutive measurements or combine concepts from the single instant in time and regular slice of time definitions. The rolling time horizon definition for an input sample ( Figure 2c ) is similar to a regular slice of time (Figure 2b ), but the time window shifts through time at a fixed interval of less than the window width (for example, 60-minute windows centered on each minute of the day). Event-based input samples define a sample as a set of measurements taken within a window of time immediately before, during, and/or after a triggering event. An event may be a large change in a monitored variable (Figure 2d ) or an external action, such as takeoff of an aircraft (DePold, Siegel, and Hull 2004; Simon et al. 2008) or insertion of a fault condition (Kurtoglu, Mengshoel, and Poll 2008) . Use of rolling time horizon-based or event-based input samples for evaluation is uncommon in the academic literature, and the few available literature examples of event-based samples are all outside of the buildings domain. However, some commercial AFDD algorithms use these types to determine AFDD outputs.
The three papers mentioned above also illustrate hybrid definitions of an input sample. To evaluate FDD algorithms for aircraft engines, DePold, Siegel, and Hull (2004) and Simon et al. (2008) use a hybrid sample consisting of two sets of nonconsecutive steady-state measurements recorded during two seperate events: takeoff and cruise. Kurtoglu, Mengshoel, and Poll (2008) combine event-based and single instant in time definitions for input samples. The evaluation samples consist of variable-length time series data collected after a fault is inserted is inserted in an electrical power system (an event). The authors compute temporal performance metrics with respect to single instances of time within this time series but use the AFDD algorithm outputs for the final instant of time within the event window to compute static metrics. FDD performance metrics are abundant in the literature (Reddy 2007b; Kurtoglu, Mengshoel, and Poll 2008; Yuill and Braun 2013) , and most of them are quantitative measures. Existing AFDD performance metrics may be divided into two categories: temporal and static (Kurtoglu, Mengshoel, and Poll 2008) . Temporal metrics quantify an FDD algorithm's evolving response to a time-varying fault signal, while static metrics quantify an FDD algorithm's performance with respect to a collection of samples independent of their ordering in time.
Temporal performance metrics require consideration of FDD algorithm output as a time series. Kurtoglu, Mengshoel, and Poll (2008) define five temporal FDD performance metrics: time to estimate (time to acquire a response), time to detect, time to isolate (diagnose), detection stability factor, and isolation (diagnosis) stability factor. Temporal metrics such as these are of interest in applications for which rapid response is a key requirement. For example, time from fault incipience to first detection is a common metric used in aerospace applications (Vachtsevanos et al. 2006; SAE 2008) , for which rapid fault detection is critical to ensure continued safe operation. Temporal metrics also evaluate response time for fault monitoring of continuous chemical or industrial processes, such as waste water treatment (Corominas et al. 2011) . Temporal metrics are less relevant to FDD in buildings, for which FDD outputs are reviewed periodically rather than continuously and fault detection is not typically time critical.
Static performance metrics describe the time-independent performance of an FDD algorithm. Most static performance metrics are computed using the same basic set of possible algorithm outcomes. This section describes these basic outcomes, reviews the use of a confusion matrix to summarize outcomes, and presents a set of standard mathematical formulas for commonly used static performance metrics.
Classification of Algorithm Outcomes
Conceptually, an FDD algorithm labels a sample as faulty or fault-free (detection), and if faulty, the possible cause(s) of the fault (diagnosis). The algorithm may also fail to provide an output for either the detection stage or the diagnosis stage. Combining these possibilities for algorithm output with possible ground truth states yields five possible outcomes for fault detection and three for fault diagnosis (Figure 3 ).
The possible detection outcomes are false positive (FP), false negative (FN), true positive (TP), true negative (TN), and no detection (ND).
False positive refers to the case in which the ground truth indicates a fault-free state but the algorithm reports the presence of a fault. Also known as a false alarm or Type I error,
False negative refers to the case in which the ground truth indicates a fault exists but the algorithm reports a faultfree state. Also known as missed detection or Type II error.
True positive refers to the case in which the ground truth indicates a fault exists and the algorithm correctly reports the presence of the fault.
True negative refers to the case in which the ground truth indicates a fault-free state and the algorithm correctly reports a fault-free state.
No detection refers to the case in which the algorithm cannot be applied (for example, due to insufficient data) or the algorithm gives no response because of excessive uncertainty. No detection outcomes may be further subdivided into no detection positive (ND P ) (ground truth is faulty) and no detection negative (ND N ) (ground truth is fault-free).
Although the ND outcome is not widely used in the FDD literature, it is important to consider: an FDD algorithm's detection performance may be overrated if the ND N cases are confused or combined with TN cases.
Given TP detection outcome, the possible fault diagnosis outcomes are correct diagnosis (CD), misdiagnosis (MD), and no diagnosis (ND G , to distinguish from no detection).
Correct diagnosis refers to the case in which the predicted fault type (cause) reported by the algorithm matches the true fault type.
Misdiagnosis refers to the case in which the predicted fault type does not match the true fault type. No diagnosis refers to a case in which the algorithm does not or cannot provide a predicted fault type, for example, because of excessive uncertainty.
Deterministic diagnosis algorithms provide unique diagnoses, whereas probabilistic algorithms may provide multiple possible diagnoses. Possible ways to treat multiple fault predictions during FDD evaluation include:
• Treat non-unique diagnoses as ND G (most strict)
• Treat non-unique diagnoses as CD if the prediction with the highest probability matches the ground truth
• Treat non-unique diagnoses as CD if at least one of the predictions above the decision threshold matches the ground truth (least strict).
In cases with multiple fault types indicated in the ground truth, an evaluation may require an algorithm to correctly predict all types (most strict), any type (least strict), or some intermediate number or fraction of types.
The confusion matrix (Figure 4 ) provides an intuitive way to relate the FDD algorithm output (prediction conditions) to ground truth (true conditions). To populate the confusion matrix, the basic outcomes of Figure 3 are further partitioned as follows:
• FN i represents false negatives associated with ground truth fault type i
• ND P and ND N represent no detection outcomes associated with faulty ground truth and fault-free ground truth, respectively
• ND P , i represents no detection positive outcomes associated with ground truth fault type i
• CD i represents correct diagnoses associated with ground truth fault type i
• MD i , j represents misdiagnoses where ground truth is fault type i is incorrectly diagnosed as fault type j
• ND G , i represents no diagnosis outcomes associated with ground truth fault type i .
Absent subscripts for fault type, these symbols represent the summation of outcomes across all fault types:
, in which N is the total number of fault types in the evaluation. Each individual cell in the matrix represents the number of evaluation samples that resulted in each distinct outcome, while the sum of all cells represents the total number of samples used in the evaluation. In some cases, the matrix is normalized such that each cell contains the fraction of samples associated with each outcome and the sum of all cells 
To simplify the equations for performance metrics presented in subsequent sections, the following terms are defined: 
Total Population the total number of samples in the evaluation,
Pop i .
Static Performance Metrics
A wide variety of static performance metrics for FDD algorithms can be found in the literature. Some are specific to FDD, while others are borrowed from the more general field of classification and clustering algorithms. Tables 1 and 2 present standard formulas for commonly used metrics that leverage the notation for FDD algorithm outcomes introduced in 2.2.5 . For each metric, the tables also provide commonly used synonyms; a brief definition; the range of possible values, with the best and worst scores indicated; representative citations; and usage comments. Table 1 summarizes commonly used detection metrics. The following metrics can also be found in the literature, but they are used less frequently: false discovery rate (FDR), false omission rate (FOR), positive likelihood ratio (LR + ), negative likelihood ratio (LR − ), diagnostic odds ratio, and Gini coefficient (G 1 ).
Detection Metrics
Several common detection metrics can be visualized in a single graphical plot using the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (Bradley 1997 ). An ROC curve is a graphical plot that plots the TPR versus the FPR of a detector or binary classifier as the discrimination threshold is varied. Another common detection metric is Area Under the Curve (AUC), which refers to the area obtained by integrating the ROC curve from FPR = 0 to FPR = 1. AUC has a minimum score of 0 and a maximum score of 1. Figure 5 shows an example of a ROC curve for building fault detection (adapted from Frank et al. (2016) ). The green and yellow curves represent the performance of two FDD algorithms as their decision thresholds are varied. The diagonal gray line represents the curve that would result from random classification of samples, while the blue curve represents an ideal detector (AUC = 1). In this example, FDD Algorithm 1 has better detection performance than FDD Algorithm 2 because its curve is closer to the upper left corner. Table 2 summarizes commonly used diagnosis metrics. Some diagnosis metrics represent multiclass versions of related detection metrics. For example, CDR Tot is a multiclass version of the detection metric ACC, which only supports binary-class scenarios. Similarly, the diagnosis metric Kappa Coefficient follows the same structure as its detection metric counterpart, and the only differences are that ACC detect and ACC random in the detection metric are replaced by CDR Tot and CDR random , respectively.
Diagnosis Metrics
Precision, Recall, and F 1 score are traditionally used for binary classification and applied as detection metrics. Sokolova and Lapalme (2009) extended these definitions into the multi-class context. The multi-class definitions of Misdiagnosis rate weighted by a cost matrix
where the cost matrix is C i , j ∈ [ 0 , 1 ] , and the confusion matrix is
Sarkar, Jin, and Ray (2011), Jin et al. (2011) , and Vachtsevanos et al. (2006) Can assign unequal costs to different classes such that misdiagnosis of more important classes incurs higher cost 
Sokolova and Lapalme (2009) The average of the precision for all fault types. Unlike Precision µ , Precision M treats all fault types equally.
Macro-averaging Recall (Recall M )
Macro-averaging True Positive Rate, Sensitivity
An average per-fault-type effectiveness of a diagnosis algorithm to predict fault types • TP G , i represents the correct diagnoses associated with ground truth fault type i and is the same as CD i
• FP G , i represents the incorrect diagnoses with predicted fault type i and is equal to ∑
• FN G , i represents the incorrect diagnoses with ground truth fault type i and is equal to ∑ N j = 1 , i = j MD i , j • TN G , i represents the samples with ground truth fault type other than i predicted as fault type other than i (not necessarily correctly diagnosed) and is equal to ∑ N i = 1 , i = j ( CD i + MD i , j + MD j , i ) With these new definitions, the overall diagnosis performance can be assessed using the multi-class version of Precision, Recall, and F 1 score in two ways: one way is to directly calculate the average of the same measures for all fault types (macro-averaging marked with a subscript M ), and the other way calculate the individual cumulative measure first and then calculate the performance metrics (micro-averaging marked with a subscript µ ). Macro-averaging treats all fault types equally while micro-averaging favors more prevalent fault types. The macro-averaging and micro-averaging version of multi-class precision, recall, and F 1 score are shown at the end of Table 2 , following the definitions in Sokolova and Lapalme (2009).
Unified Metrics
Several metrics unify detection and diagnosis results into a single index, or score, that represents the overall performance of the AFDD algorithm. Multiclass Accuracy (MACC) describes the fraction of correctly classified samples for both detection and diagnosis,
We propose a similar metric, Combined Detection and Diagnosis Rate (CDDR), which describes the overall algorithm performance for condition positive (faulty) samples only. For a single fault i ,
in which the denominator is the number of condition positive cases whose true condition is fault i . CDDR may also be defined for all faults,
CDDR Tot is essentially the same as Combined Detection and Diagnosis Recall. The minimum score is 0 and the maximum score is 1 for both MACC and CDDR. Unlike MACC, CDDR does not consider false positives. Combined Detection and Diagnosis Precision (CDDP), which is similar to CDDR, considers false positives but not false negatives:
Combined Detection and Diagnosis F 1 Score (CDD F 1 Score) is proposed to combine CDDR Tot and CDDP Tot and reflect both false negatives and false positives in a single number:
Several researchers have combined the basic outcomes outlined in Section 2.2.5 with information about fault prevalence and cost to construct comprehensive performance metrics for FDD algorithms:
• Reddy (2007b) proposes an evaluation score in the form of an optimization problem: the goal of a fault detection algorithm is to minimize the combined cost of FP and FN outputs, taking into account both service costs and energy costs. The approach is applicable to both algorithm tuning and to the comparison of different algorithms. Using this approach, the author also proposes generalized and normalized detection and overall FDD scores under the condition that all AFDD algorithms to be compared have been tuned to yield the same FPR.
• Similarly, Yuill and Braun (2017) proposed a figure of merit for FDD algorithms that compares the net value of FDD (benefits minus costs) compared to a baseline case that does not employ FDD. The figure of merit is computed by comparing cost differences for multiple scenarios representing equipment type, fault type, fault intensity, ambient conditions, etc., then performing a summation weighted with respect to the probability of each scenario. Yuill and Braun (2016) provide guidelines for calculating the net value of FDD in the context of unitary equipment.
• Corominas et al. (2011) propose a time-based fault detection evaluation index for waste water treatment systems that penalizes FPs at a flat rate but penalizes FNs using an exponential decay function that starts at zero and converges to a maximum penalty value over time. The evaluation index is normalized with respect to the penalty that would be awarded for the worst possible performance. The authors observe that the penalties for FP and FN outcomes should be assigned based on the relative costs of those two outcomes to system operators.
Unified FDD performance metrics such as these are attractive because they summarize the all costs and benefits associated with using an FDD alogirhtm in a single score. However, the difficulty with any metric based on cost/benefit analysis is that fault prevalence and cost data are variable and highly uncertain, as acknowledged by both Reddy (2007b) and Yuill and Braun (2016) . Moreover, because different FDD users have different cost structures, unified metrics must be recomputed for each individual FDD user in order to be meaningful. If an FDD evaluator retains the raw algorithm outcomes, this is possible so long as user-specific cost data are known.
Discussion
In order to ground the review presented in this report in the actual practice of FDD algorithm developers, vendors, implementers, and end users, we interviewed six domain experts with deep knowledge of the building analytics industry: three in the commercial sector and three in the academic sector. We provided each expert with a condensed version of the background information covered in Sections 2-5 of this report together with a list of focus questions corresponding to each of the three key topics: fault definition, input sample definition, and performance metrics for AFDD evaluation. Each expert participated in a brief individual phone interview during which they provided answers to and comments on the focus questions. Finally, we compiled and correlated the various responses. This section presents the result of these interviews, followed by a discussion of the impact of evaluation procedure choices on evaluation outcomes and on data set generation.
Summary of Industry Expert Opinion
All six industry experts agreed that both commercially available and research AFDD algorithms can be found that leverage all three fault definitions for fault detection. Experts were split on the question of what fault definition to use in a ground truth data set intended for FDD algorithm evaluation. All experts interviewed were extremely hesitant to select a single approach, citing the need for more context. Nearly all experts noted that condition-based definitions are more widely used and more appropriate for fault diagnosis, even when the detection algorithm is behavior-based or outcome-based. Experts noted that behavior-based and outcome-based fault definitions have little diagnostic power. However, experts disagreed as to whether algorithms should be penalized for differences in the fault definitions used for detection and diagnosis.
Within a given FDD algorithm, an input sample may be preprocessed into one or several analysis elements required by the algorithm. Most experts stated that they are familiar with at least one algorithm that uses each of the four ways to define an analysis: a single instant of time, a regular slice of time, a rolling time horizon, and an event. Experts noted that algorithms typically produce one output for each analysis element. When multiple analysis elements are used, these outputs may require aggregation to yield a single outcome for the input sample. All experts agreed that some form of notification delay setting commonly exists in FDD algorithms, especially in commercially available AFDD tools. The delay setting may be based on fault duration or number of fault appearances counted from intermediate AFDD results. Most experts recommended using a "regular slice of time" (time window) of one day or longer for evaluation samples, as this length is well-aligned with the design and typical use of commercially available AFDD products for buildings. The exception was for handheld diangostic devices, for which "single instant of time" is a better choice for evaluation samples.
The six experts interviewed expressed mixed opinions regarding the selection of performance metrics. Two experts preferred combined metrics, reasoning that detection is not very useful without diagnosis. However, three other experts preferred separate metrics. They indicate that key evaluation metrics-such as FPR, FNR, and CDR-should be used collectively. The sixth expert did not offer a preference.
Impact of Evaluation Design Choices on Evaluation Outcomes
The evaluation design choices made for fault and input sample definitions have direct effects on FDD evaluation outcomes. In general, use of a condition-based fault definition results in the largest number of samples being classified as faulted in the ground truth data, while use of an outcome-based definition results in the smallest number of faulted samples. Therefore, all else being equal (including the samples in the evaluation data set), using condition-based ground truth will result in fewer false alarms and more missed detections, while outcome-based ground truth will result in more false alarms and fewer missed detections. Because systems and equipment may exhibit some fault symptoms (adverse behaviors) without significantly altering performance outcomes, using behavior-based ground truth is likely to yield evaluation results that fall somewhere between the results for the other two definitions. These trade-offs are apparent in the literature (Yuill and Braun 2013; Zhao et al. 2017) .
One key way that the definition of an input sample affects evaluation outcomes is by defining the number of cases counted in the evaluation, which is important for ratio-based metrics. For example, if the evaluator uses a single instant of time sample definition for evaluating algorithm A and a regular slice of time (one-hour) sample definition for evaluating algorithm B, then the false alarm rates of the two algorithms cannot be fairly compared side-by-side as the referencing point differs due to the inconsistent input sample definition. In short, for fair comparison, the definition of input sample should be consistent across all the FDD algorithm candidates involved in an evaluation. Furthermore, as confirmed by industry experts, algorithms differ in reporting timescale. As a result, regardless of the input sample definition selected, there will be instances in which FDD algorithms generate outputs at a different timescale from the input sample. The FDD evaluator should clearly document how this mismatch is handled. Zhao et al. (2017) provide an example of good practice for such documentation.
Considerations for Data Set Generation
To generate a data set for FDD evaluation, ground truth must be assigned to each input sample. Because fault impact varies, the evaluator must establish severity thresholds that distinguish between faulted and unfaulted samples. These thresholds should be consistent with the ground truth fault definition method that the evaluator has elected to use.
• Condition-based ground truth : Yuill and Braun (2013) propose the term fault intensity (FI), which is defined for each fault in terms of measurable numeric quantities related to the physical condition of the system or its control parameters. FI may be binary ( e.g. , power failure) or continuous ( e.g. , refrigerant 15% undercharged). For each fault, the evaluator should document the range of FI values that are considered sufficiently severe to include as faults in the data set.
• Behavior-based ground truth: the evaluator should define and document either a set of rules for expected behavior, violation of which establishes a fault, or a stastical significance test for fault observability that establishes when a fault is symptomatic. In the former case, the rules are similar to rules used in rule-based AFDD algorithms: they typically take the form of if/then statements describing expected system actions and may include tunable numeric thresholds.
• Outcome-based ground truth: the evaluator should first define the performance metrics (outcomes) of interest. For each outcome, the evaluator must establish and document both a baseline (expected) value (possibly different for each input sample) and the FIR that defines a fault. The requirement for a baseline complicates generation of ground truth. Yuill and Braun (2013) discuss the relative merits of various methods for obtaining the baseline.
Evaluation data may be supplied from simulation, laboratory experiments, or field measurements from a real building. Each approach has advantages and disadvantages. The closer the evaluation procedure can adhere to the realism of a field study, the greater the credibility, but the more difficult it is to obtain and sufficiently screen the data. It is important to recognize that all data sets make implicit assumptions about fault prevalence, and these assumptions affect computed performance metrics.
The input sample definition should also be considered when selecting a data set generation approach, because input sample definition constrains the available approaches for generating data and determines the efforts required to process the raw data.
• Single instant of time type of input sample: It is a snapshot of system operation conditions. Thus, it is usually desirable that the measurements be taken when the system is at a steady state. The steady-state requirement means that the laboratory or model should have the capability to control the operation conditions at a desired value throughout the data generation period. Steady-state operating conditions are hard to find in field data.
• Regular slice of time type of input sample: Longer time durations require more laboratory time, which may not be feasible for experiments due to resource constraints. In this case, simulation or building field data may be better data sources.
• Other types of input sample (for example, rolling window horizon and event): If a more esoteric type of input sample is selected, considerable computing or programming efforts may be required to convert the raw data to the needed structure.
Considerations for Algorithm Comparison
Conclusion
This report proposes a general FDD performance evaluation framework and documents the design decisions required to implement the framework. The key decisions required are the definition of a fault, the definition of an input sample for evaluation, and the set of metrics to be used in the evaluation. A fault can be defined by the condition or state of a physical system, by a system's undesired or improper behavior, or by deviation of a quantitative outcome from an expected value or range. The choice of fault definition determines the ground truth classification of evaluation input samples and, by extension, affects the values of the metrics computed from FDD outcomes associated with those samples.
In the existing literature, input samples for FDD evaluation are usually defined as a single instant in time (a set of simultaneous measurements) or a regular, repeating slice of time. Commercial FDD tools may also use rolling time horizons or event-based windows. The definition of an input sample has implications for evaluation data set generation, mapping FDD outputs to performance evaluation results, and comparison of FDD algorithms.
A thorough understanding of FDD algorithm performance often requires examination of multiple metrics. The most common of these are false positive rate (false alarm rate), false negative rate (missed detection rate), and correct diagnosis rate, but many others have also been used. The most technically advanced are unified metrics: metrics that combine detection and diagnosis results into a single score, often by leveraging cost/benefit analysis. Unified metrics rely on accurate knowledge of fault prevalence, fault impact, and cost data for both energy and maintenance. Because these data are not readily available, unified metrics have, to date, been difficult to apply in practice.
Best Practices
The proposed FDD performance evaluation framework accommodates many options for specific evaluation parameters. This report provides examples of these options and design decisions from the FDD literature for buildings and other industries. Regardless of the specific options chosen, it is critical to clearly disclose and fully document all aspects of the performance evaluation for it to be credible and replicable. Documentation should address the fault, sample, and metric definitions employed; the scenarios used; and all relevant assumptions about fault prevalence, cost, etc. Additionally, "apples-to-apples" comparison of the performance of AFDD algorithms requires (i) that the algorithms be tested using consistent fault, input sample, and performance metric definitions; and (ii) that they be tested using the same evaluation data set (the same scenarios, input samples, and ground truth). If different data sets must be used (for instance, if evaluators are working independently with access to diverse data sets), then efforts should be made to align the samples statistically ( e.g. , for similar fault prevalence and severity). These efforts should be clearly documented.
Although there is no single choice of evaluation parameters that will universally be perceived as ideal, the findings from this work indicate some consensus for design of FDD evaluation procedures. Condition-based fault definitions are commonly used in the literature for both algorithm development and as ground truth in FDD performance evaluation. Subject matter experts also noted that condition-based ground truth is the most widely employed and best aligned with diagnosis. In contrast, behavior-based approaches are relatively less frequently used for ground truth in the literature, while outcome-based approaches can present challenges for experimentally generated data sets and data sets drawn from field studies. Taken together, these findings suggest that a condition-based approach to ground truth definition represents the most practical near-term choice.
For input sample definition, regular daily time slices are well-suited for evaluating typical FDD algorithms because many such tools provide results that building operators review daily or weekly. For handheld diagnostic tools, which are often used to perform "spot checks", the best input sample definition is a single point in time. In the case of metrics, false positive rate, false negative rate, and correct diagnosis rate are the most common and therefore lend themselves to ease of interpretation across a broad audience.
Recommended Future Work
Further research can support the evolution of the proposed general AFDD performance evaluation framework into a set of standard, trusted evaluation procedures. To this end, we recommend further investigation into user and stakeholder expectations for AFDD algorithm performance and comparative analysis, development of publicly available fault performance evaluation data sets that facilitate independent comparison of FDD algorithms, and implementation of case studies that compare the effect of evaluation design choices on evaluation outcomes. Together, these will enhance the industry's understanding of the trade-offs inherent in FDD performance evaluation and the desired form and content of outcomes. To support effective implementation of unified performance metrics, high priority longerterm efforts include research to estimate fault prevalence, impact, and cost; and the quantification of the non-energy costs and benefits of acting on FDD algorithm outputs, whether accurate or inaccurate.
